Automation environments are demanding, and wire and cable needs to be able to perform under the most extreme conditions without the risk of failure. Whether it is an OEM or MRO application, it is vital to provide a solution designed specifically for that application in order to protect your factory, devices, and equipment. Downtime as a result of failure can be the largest cost, which is why it is important that you use the correct cable in each application to maximize your performance and eliminate the risk of damage.

**Variable Frequency Drive (VFD)**
The need for a broader selection of VFD cables has drastically increased over the last couple of decades, and now there is a solution for every application within your factory. Industrial grade insulations and jackets provide durability when cables may be exposed to oil or high heat, and shielding and grounding systems protect your motors from possible damage from high voltage spikes. VFD cables provide consistent power from your drives to your motors without interference.

**Instrumentation & Control Cables**
Similar to that of VFD cables, instrumentation & control cables come with a variety of shielding options to ensure consistency in harsh environments that are susceptible to interference. Many of these cables are also engineered to handle high-flexing and continuous-flexing applications, providing a durable and long-lasting solution for your application.

**Industrial Ethernet & Communication Cables**
Cables within a factory environment must be able to tolerate a wide range of temperatures, increased electrical interference, and be susceptible to vibration, which standard ethernet cables are not designed to withstand. Automation applications also require real-time control and the need for uninterrupted data communication. Industrial ethernet cables were designed specifically to provide smooth data transmission in these harsh environments.

**Portable Cord**
Portable cord is designed to be flexible in a wide temperature range. They are extremely sturdy, and are oil- and chemical-resistant, making them a reliable choice for many demanding automation applications.

**Tray Cables**
Tray cables have also evolved over the years to meet the increased needs for options. Specifying the correct tray cable for your application ensures reliability of your equipment, while meeting all of the performance and safety requirements. Omni Cable stocks a full line of all tray cables with a variety of jackets & insulations, shielding options, as well as low-smoke zero-halogen.
OMNI CABLE’S PRODUCT SELECTION

Omni Cable stocks a full line of products that meet the needs of these harsh automation environments. We stock products that comply with performance and safety standards of UL, IEEE, RoHS, and more. We can also cut to length, provide same-day shipping, and have a wide variety of cables to meet the needs of every application.

Make Omni Cable your source for all of your automation cable needs. We stock a full line of cables specifically designed for automation applications, and we can cut and ship material same day.

Variable Frequency Drive (VFD)
- Symmetrical grounds
- Full-size grounds
- Braided or foil shielding
- High-voltage
- Armored
- Low-Smoke Zero-Halogen
- Signal Brake Pair

Instrumentation & Control Cables
- 300 and 600 Volt
- Individual, Overall, and Individual/Overall Shields
- Low-Smoke Zero-Halogen

Industrial Ethernet & Communication Cables
- Industrial Category Cables
- Industrial Fiber Optic Cables
- Data Highway
- Profibus/ControlNet/Fieldbus/Interbus/Modbus

Portable Cord
- SO / SOOW, 2-50 Conductor
- Bus Drop
- Festoon Cable
- SDN® – Reel & Pendant
- Alpha Wire / Lutze / LAPP USA

Tray Cable
- 600 Volt Shielded
- 600 Volt Non-shielded
- 600 Volt Low-Smoke Zero-Halogen